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1. INTRODUCTION 
The duality analysis has proved effective and powerful in various fields 
of mathematics. In differential equation theory, the duality argument is 
usually applied through the so-called duality equation. Let us begin 
with the simplest case. Given AEL”(O, 1; Rdxd), f, FeL,*(O, 1; Rd), and 
x0, A, E Rd. Consider the following two ordinary differential equations 
(ODE): 
dx(t)/dt=A(t)x(t)+f(t), 
x(O) =x0, 
(1.1) 
d;l(t)/df= -AT(t) A(t)-F(t), 
A(l)=&. (1.2) 
Using integration by parts, we have 
J; (x(f)> F(t)) dt + (x(l), 4) = 1; (4t),f(t)) df+ (40), xo). (1.3) 
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Equation (1.2) is called the duality equation (or, as it is sometimes 
called, the adjoint equation) of (l.l), and (1.3) is called the duality 
(adjoint) equality. In general, a duality equation is a backward equation 
with the end state being given. In ODE cases, (1.2) can be easily obtained 
by inversing the time. But in stochastic problems the duality equations can 
not be obtained by simply inversing the time, since we must be careful with 
the adaptness. Bismut [2, 31 first solved the problem, for stochastic 
differential equations (SDE), by introducing a duality equation with an 
additional martingale term. In this paper, we will study the duality 
equations of the following stochastic partial differential equations (SPDE): 
4(t) = t-A(t) q(f) +./It)1 df+ 2 C@(f) q(t) + &t)l dW,c(t), 
k=l (1.4) 
4(O) = 40, 
where W:= (W,, W,, . . . W,.) is a d’-dimensional Brownian motion with 
W(0) = 0, and the random operators A(t, o), Mk(t, o) are given as 
A(l, co) 4(x) := aj(ag(t, x, co) 8,4(x)) 
+b’(t> X> 0) ai#(x) + c(t, X, CO) 4(x), (1.5) 
Mk(t, 0) (b(x) := aik(t, x, w) a,+(x) 
+ hk(t, 4 0) 4(x), (t,x,o)E[O, l]xPxQ, (1.6) 
where a@, b’, c, uik, and hk are real valued functions, for i, j= 1,2, .,., d; 
k = 1, 2, . . . . d’. Note ai := a/axi, and the conventional repeated indices for 
summation are used. 
When the operators Mk are of order zero (i.e., rrik = 0), Bensoussan [l] 
has derived the duality equation of (1.4) by a rather complicated method, 
and it seems that his method fails to work if aik#O, the case that is of 
importance in that (aik) influences the behavior of the solution of (1.4) just 
as strongly as does (a”). Employing a finite dimensional approximation 
approach, the duality equation of (1.4) for the general case aik # 0 has been 
derived in Zhou [ 111 as 
d;(t)= -[A*(t)il(t)+ 5 Mk*(t)rk(t)+F(t)Jdz 
k=l 
+ 5 rk(t) dW,(t), fE co, 11, 
k=l 
A(1) = G, 
(1.7) 
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where A*(t), Mk *( t) are the adjoints of A(t), Mk(t), respectively, given as 
(omitting to write 0) 
A*(t) qqx) := a,(d(t, x) c3,$5(x)) - b’(t, x) aif) 
+ Cctt, x)- aibi(t, x)l 4txL (1.8) 
Mk*(t) qqx) := -oik(t, x) a,qqx) 
+ [hk(t, x)-diaik(f3 x)] d(x), xcRd. (1.9) 
Moreover, the existence and uniqueness of the W(t)-adapted solution 
pair (A, r) for (1.7) have been established in the space L*( [0, l] x L2; H’) x 
L*( [0, l] x Q; H”)d’ in [ 111, where H” := the Sobolev space Wy(Rd). 
The purpose of this paper is to study further the analytic and qualitative 
properties of the solution pair of the duality equation of (1.7); 
more precisely, we hope to solve (1.7) in the space of Sovolev type 
LZ([O, l]xQ;H”+’ ) x L2( [0, l] x 52; H”)d’ (m 3 0) and give the corre- 
sponding estimates of the Sobolev norms. Our method relies heavily on the 
delicate results of Krylov and Rozovskii [4-61 concerning the SPDE 
theory together with some a prior estimates of differential operators. As an 
application, the Hm-norm estimates with negatiue m for the solutions of 
SPDE (1.4) are obtained through the duality relationship. The application 
of our results to the optimal stochastic ontrol theory and the Hamilton- 
Jacobi-Bellman equation in infinite dimensional spaces will be studied in 
some later papers. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We denote by H" the Sobolev space 
H”‘:= {d:Daqb~L2(Rd), for any t~:=(c(~,...,cl~) 
with Ic(( := JalJ + .. . + [adI am}, m=0,1,2 ,..., 
with the Sobolev norm 
c 1 ID”~(x)l* dx 
ICZI <m Rd 
for 4eHm. 
Denote by H-” := (H”)*, the dual of H” for m = 1, 2, . . . , under that Ho 
is identified with its dual. 
Denote by ( ., .), the duality pairing between H”-’ and H*+’ under 
(H”)* = H”, and by (., .),,, the inner product in H”. 
For any second-order differential operator L which has the same form as 
(1.5), when we write (Lq5, $),, then L is understood to be an operator 
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from H”‘+ ’ to H’+’ by using formally Green’s formula. For example, for 
the operator A(t) defined as in (1.5), we have 
(A(z)49 $>m := -ta”tt, -1 aj4, ailC/)m 
+ @‘(t, .I ad, $1, + (CC& .I#, (C/L WI 
Remark 2.1. Let A(t), Mk(t) be given by (1.5), (1.6) and their formal 
adjoints A*(t), Mk*(r) given by (1.8), (1.9). We have obviously 
<A(tM $h= (4, A*(t)lCIh, (Mk(tM IcIh=(h Mk*(t)lLh for ~4 ICIEH’. 
However, neither MtM II/>,= (4, A*(W), nor (~kWf4 IclL= 
(4, Mk*(f)$)m holds if m 2 1. 
For a, /IE (- co, + co) with a < /I, we are given a filtered probability 
space (Q8, P, E: CI < t < /I) and a Hilbert space X. For p E [ 1, + co J, 
define 
L$(a, p; X) := (4: $4 is an X-valued e-adapted process 
on [a, PI, and 4 E Lp( [a, Bl x Q; W 1. 
We identify q5 and 4’ in L$(a, 8; X) if E ft 114(t) - &(t)ll” dt= 0. In 
particular, L$ (a, B; X) is a Hilbert space as a subspace of the Hilbert space 
L2(Cs PI x Q; -0 
Throughout this paper we tix a standard probability space (Q, 9, P) 
with a d’-dimensional Brownian motion { IV(t): 0 d t d 11 and the 
filtration % := CI{ W(s): 0 <s < t}. Let us fix an integer m 3 0 and positive 
constants K, 6. We introduce the following conditions on the coefficients of
A(?), Mk(t): 
(Al), ati, bi, c, oik, and hk are measurable in (t, o) for each x and 
are adapted to (E}; the functions a”, bi, c, cik, hk, ajbi, ajaik, and ajhk and 
their derivatives in x up to the order m do not exceed K in absolute value. 
(A2) aii = a”, i, j = 1, 2, . . . d; the matrix (AC) := (a”- l/2 C;fL 1 aikaik) 
2 0 for all (t, x, 0). 
642)’ ,iicaii . ) 1, j= 1, 2 , *.., d; the matrix (A”) is uniformly positive 
definite: AU<i<ia61<12, for any (t,x,o), and any FERN. 
The SPDE theory has been studied deeply by Krylov and Rozovskii 
[46], including the Hm-norm estimates of the solutions of SPDE for 
nonnegative m. We shall state some of their results in a way which is 
convenient to our later discussion. First, the following a priori estimates 
will play an important role in this paper. 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) Assume (Al ), , (A2)’ for some m 2 0. Then there exists 
a constant N,, depending only on K, m, 6, such that 
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k=l 
d -allrll:,,,+N,(l/~ll~+llfllX~,-t 5 //gill:,,)~ 
k=l 
forany~~H”+‘,f~H”-‘,g~H”;m=O,l,..., m. (2.2) 
(b) Assume (Al),, (A2) with aik =0 jar some m 20. Then there 
exists a constant N,, depending only on K, m, such that 
%[(A(t)ql, d>, + (f, $),I + 5 IW”(t)d + g”llti 
k=l 
G+4ll~+ll/.ll:,+ 2 Il~*ll;). 
k=l 
forany~EH”+‘,f,gEH”;m=O,l,,.., m. (2.3) 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of [S, Lemma 2.11 (see also 
[IllI). I
Remark 2.2. The estimate (2.2) (resp. (2.3)) holds for any second- and 
first-order differential operators which have the forms of (1.5) and (1.6) 
whose coefficients satisfy (Al), and (A2)’ (resp. (A2)). 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Krylov and Rozovskii [4-61). (a) Assume (Al ),, 
(A2)’ for some m > 0, and assume f~ L&(0, 1; H”- I), gk E L&(0, 1; H”), 
q. E L2(f2,~o; H”). Then (1.4) has a unique solution q E L&(0,1; H”+ ‘) n 
L2(Q; C(0, 1; H”)) and there exists a constant N,, depending only on 
K, m, 6, such that 
sup Ellq(t)llI+EJol llc?(t)ll~+, dl 
OZSf<l 
cl\:E{llq,,ll~+~~[ll/(r)~~:~,+ : k*(tiiI:]~}, 
0 k=l 
51 = 0, 1, . . . . m. (2.4) 
(b) Assume (Al),,,, (A2) with ark =0 for some ma 1, and assume 
S, gk E Lg(O, 1; H”), qOE L*(O, Fo; H”). Then (1.4) has Q unique solution 
qEL$(0,1;H”)nL2(Q;C(0,1;H”-’ )) and there exists a constant N,, 
depending only on K, m, such that 
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ti = 0, 1, . . . m. (2.5) 
We conclude this section with the following useful remark. 
Remark 2.3. Define A := 1 -A, where A is the Laplacian on Rd. The 
operator /1 maps H’ into H-l and has an inverse A-‘. It is easy to check 
that /1 -‘Hm = Hm+*. Moreover, if m is a nonnegative integer, then 
($4 A-“J/La = (43 Ic/)o, (2.6) 
for any 4 E H”, II/ E Ho (see, for example, [4]). 
3. DUALITY EQUATION: NONDEGENERATE CASE 
Throughout this section, we assume (Al ), and (A2)’ for some m > 0. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let the operators Mk(t), Mk*(t) be defined by (1.6), (1.9), 
respectively. Then, there exists a constant N5 which depends only on K and 
m, such that 
IWk(M $)m-(4, ~k*WtQ,l ~N,lMll, Wllm, (3.1) 
for any 4, II/ E H”+ ‘; ti = 0, 1, . . . . m, k = 1, 2, . . . . d’. 
Proof: Fix ti. We will denote by Z,(#, tj) (i= 1,2, . ..) some finite sums 
of terms of the form &BIGS,,vl Gm (fa DBq5, gy Dy$),, where fB, gy are 
bounded measurable functions. 
Then it is easy to compute that (we omit to write the variables t, x) 
wfk~~ 4+LFl- (49 ~k*v% 
= ,=Eti { (D”(oik ai4), Da#)o- (Dab, D”(-uik ai$)h> +Zl(h $1 
= ,& ((a” Wad), DV)o + (D”#, dk D”(~,$,>o> + I,(45 ‘4) 
= ,.zm { -(Dad, ~,(~“D”$))o+ (D”4, ~“D’(a<4))0) + I~(47 $1 
= - ,.;a (Dud, (aiuik) .D”J/)o +I~(43 11/)=13(4, II/). 
This yields the desired result. 1 
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Define a linear operator Mkd( t) mapping H”+ ’ into H” in the following 
way. For 4 E Hm+ ‘, 
for any + E H”. (3.2) 
LEMMA 3.2. The above MkA(f) is well-defined. Further, we have 
ll~kA(~)~-~k(~)~llmQ~511~llm~ for any 4~ Hmf’. (3.3) 
Proof. Let Q E H”+ ’ and {II/,} c H”+ ’ be Cauchy in H”. Then 
Lemma 3.1 yields 
hence (4, Mk *(t)$n)m converges as n + co, and the limit is independent of 
the choice of the sequence {tin} that converges to a fixed $ E H” in 
H”-topology. So (3.2) is well-defined. Moreover, for any 4 E H” + ’ and 
*EHm, 
(3.4) 
thus (3.3) follows. m 
Before studying the duality equation (1.7) we give the definition of the 
solution. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A pair (2, r)E L&(0, 1; H’) x L>(O, 1; H”)d’ is said to 
be a solution of the equation (1.7), if for any q E CT(Rd) ( = smooth 
function on Rd with compact support) and almost all (t, w) E [0, l] x Sz, 
= (G, ?I0 +{’ [ (4s), A(~)rl>~ + 5 
f k=l 
(rk(s), Mk(sh)o + (F(s), vh] ds 
- 
,g, s,’ (rk(s), rl10 dW&). (3.5) 
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THEOREM 3.1. Assume that FE L$(O, 1; Hmpl), GEL~(SZ, PI; H”). 
Then (1.7) admits a unique solution (2, I) E L$(O, 1; Hm+‘) x 
L&(0, 1; Hm)d’, where r := (rl, r2, . . . rd’). Moreover, there exists a constant 
N,, depending only on K, m, and 6, such that 
<NN,E D ’ llf’3(~)ll~-~ dt+ IIGII; > I FE = 0, 1, . . . m. (3.6) 0 
Proof, To avoid notational complexity, we will prove the theorem for 
d’ = 1 (there is no essential difficulty when d’> 1). Thus the index k will be 
dropped throughout the proof. 
Uniqueness. Suppose (A, r) E Lg(O, 1; H’) x L$(O, 1; Ho) satisfies 
i 
dl(t)= -[A*(t)il(t)+M*(t)r(t)] dt+r(t)dW(t), tE co, 11, 
l(l)=O, 
then Ito’s formula yields 
ElMt)lli = 2Ej1 C(n(s), 4s) 4~))~ + (r(s), MS) 4s)hl ds I 
-E I ’ Ilr(s)ll~ ds I 
G 2~5 s ’ C(4s), 4) n(s)>, + l/2 IIW) Wll;l f 
< 2N, E s ’ IMdll; 4 I 
hence A(t) = 0 by virtue of Gronwall’s inequality. By Definition 3.1, for any 
fbEH1, 
l: (r(s), MsM)o ds - Ji (r(s)9 410 d@‘(s) = 0. 
The uniqueness of decompositions of the semimartingale leads to 
(r(t), d)O=O, hence r(t) ~0. This proves the uniqueness. 
Existence. Consider the triplet (H”-‘, H”, Hm+‘) with (H”)* = 
H”. Let eI, e2, . . . . e,, . . . be a Hilbert basis of H”+ ‘, which is orthonormal 
as a basis of H”. 
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Fix n, by Bismut [3], there exists uniquely 2, := (AnI, knZ, . . . A,,,)T~ 
L&(0, 1; R”) and 7, := (ml, rnZ, . . . . r,,)TE L$(O, 1; R”) such that 
(A*(t)e,, e,), A,(t)+ i (ei, hf’(f)e-) , m r,(t) 
j= I 
+ (F(t), ei), 
1 
dt -I- r,,,(t) dW(t), tE co, 11, 
(3.7) 
\ &,(l)=Gni, i= 1,2 ,..., n
where M’(f) is defined by (3.2), G,,;E L*(Q, F1; R’), and C;=, Gnie,z 
G, -+ G in L*(Q; H”) as n -+ co. Define A,, := Cy= 1 iniei E L$(O, 1; Hm+ ‘), 
rn := Cr= 1 rn,ei E L&(0, 1; Hm+ ‘). Then Ito’s formula implies 
~11~,~~~11~=~11~,,11~+~~~1 [<A*(4 jd4, L(4), f 
+ (r,(s), M’(S) L(s)), + (WI, Us)>, - l/2 Ilr,(~)lliJ ds 
GW3,lIi,+2~ j’ C<~*(s)Az@)>A,(s)), f 
+ W(s) L(s), r,(s)), + N5 IlL(s)ll, lr,(~)Il, 
+ (F(s), A,(s)>, - l/2 Ilr,(s)ll~l ds (by Lemma 3.2) 
~WIl;+~j’ C2(A*(s)I,(s),13~(s)), , 
+ IIWs) hh)llt +N5 lIW)lli + N5 llr,b)lIk 
+~/~~II~~~~II~~,+~/~~lI~~,~~~ll~+,1~~ 
gEIIG,Il;+Ejl C-~Il~~,~~~llt,+,+~~,+~,~Il~,~~~ll~ r 
+~,Il~,~~~ll~+~/~~II~~~~ll~~,+6/~~/l~,~~)ll~+,l~~, 
hence Gronwall’s inequality yields 
<N,E ’ (Ilf’(tNf~,+ Ilr,(t)lliJdt+ lIG,Ilk, 1 I 
(3.8) 
where N, depends only on K, m, 6. 
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Now let p”, := (pn,, pnz, . . . pn,)‘~L$(O, 1; R”) be the solution of the 
following SDE in R”: 
dPni(t)= i (ej, A*(t)ei), P,j(t) dt 
j=l 
+ 
[ 
i (Md(t)ejT ei)m Pnjtt) + rni(t) dW(t)3 1 (3.9) j=l 
\ pni(0)=O, i= 1,2, . . . . n. 
Define p n := C;= 1 Pniei E L&(0, 1; H”+ I). Choose E > 0 such that 
2&w(s) Pmll; GW2 IIPnb)II~+, (noting (Al),). 
Using the inequality (a + h)2 < (1 + &)a2 + (I+ l/&)b*, we have by 
Lemma 3.2, 
2(A*b) P,(S), P,(S)>, + ItMA PAS) + G(4ll; 
G 2(A*Cf) P,(S), P,(S)), + Cl+ E) IIM(s) P,(S) + r,(s)IIL 
+ Cl+ l/W52 IIP,(S)ll~ 
G2(~4*(s) p,(s), p,(s)>, + IIWs) p,(s) + r,(s)lli 
+ 2 IIMs) hh)lli + 2E llr,(s>lli + (1+ l/EN Ib,(~)llf, 
G -wmll~+, +~Illrh)ll~+~/2 ll~,(~)lI~+~ 
+2~IIr,(~)I/~ + (1 + l/&W2 IIPA~NI~ 
G -w llP,wll;+, + ~~(ll~~(~)ll~ + Ilrn(~)IIiJ (3.10) 
Now it follows by (3.9), 
EllPn(r)ll2=EJl: rxA*(s) P,(S)? P,(S)>, 
+ W”(s) P,(S) + r,(~)II~l ds
< -W4* II~,z(~)ll~+~ ds 
0 
I 
f 
+ N& CIM~N~ + llrn(~~ll~I ds. 
0 
Applying Gronwall’s inequality, we obtain 
sup Elb~.(t)l(:+S/2~j-~ lI~n(t)ll;+,dt 
O<f<l 0 
<N, exp(N81EJ‘1 Ilr,(~)ll~ dt. 
0 
(3.11) 
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Appealing to Ito’s formula, we get 
d i Ani Pnitf) 
r=l 
= i 1 -[(A*(t) &7(t), e )m + (r,(t), Md(t)e,), 
i= 1 
+ (F(th ei>,l Pnitt) + &i(f)(Pn(f)2 A*(rki), 
+ bl&)C(Jw~) Pn(t),eiLn + r,;(t)l} d+ ( ... >dWt) 
= lIllrn(~)ll~ - (F(t), P,(~J),l dt + { ‘. . ) dWt). 
Integrating from 0 to 1 and taking expectation, we find out 
(F(t), rdO>m dt+ (Gn, ~n(l)Ln 
112 
+ (EIIG, llitJ1’2 (ElbAl )ll;)“2 
1’2 
where N, := max { N8 exp( N,), 216 . N, exp( N,)}, hence 
EjlIl~,Wlli,-‘W[j~ II~~~~ll~~,~~+llG,II~ 1 . 0 (3.12) 
Combining (3.8) and (3.12), we know that there exist subsequence {n’} 
of {rr} and (A, r)~L$(0, 1; H”‘+‘) xL$(O, 1; H”) such that 
An, + ;1 weaklyinL2([0, l] x0; Hm+l) (3.13) 
r,. -i r weakly in L2( [0, l] x Q; H”), as n’+ 00. (3.14) 
Let us now show (1, r) satisfies (1.7). Let y be an absolutely continuous 
function from [0, l] to R’ with j := dy/dt E L2[0, 1 J and y(O) = 0. Define 
y,(t) := y(t)ei. Multiplying (3.6) by yi(t) and using Ito’s formula, we have 
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\I lnntt), lii(t))m dt + j’ (rn(c)9 Yi(z))m dW(t) 
0 0 
+ (m(t), M“(t) Yi(t))m + (F(t), yi(t))ml dt. 
By virtue of (3.13) and (3.14), letting n’+ co, we have, for any #EIP+‘, 
1’ (4th $L $(t) dt + f: (4th 4L y(t) dWt) 
0 
= (G, 41, ~(1) +j’ [(A*(t) J(t), i>, 
0 
+ (r(t), M“(tM), + (f’(t), #>,I y(t) dt. (3.15) 
Appealing to Remark 2.3, for $EH’, we take q5 :=/lYY,G in (3.15) and 
note that 
= “,” (c,, M(t)lCIJo = (r(t), Wt)@)o, 
then (3.15) reduces, for any $ E H’, 
f’ U(t), $I0 Y(t) dt + ( (r(t), $10 y(t) dWt) 
0 
= (G, $10 ~(1) + 1’ C(4t), 4tM)o 
0 
+ (r(t), M(t)lC/Jo + <F(t), $>o] y(t) dt. (3.16) 
For any t E (0, 1 ), we take y, defined by 
if s < t - E/2, 
if t - E/2 < S < t i- E/2, 
if s > t + E/2. 
Substituting (3.16) with yE and letting E + 0, we arrive at 
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(4th Jl)o +j1 (r(s), $)o dW(s) f 
=(G Jllo+jl II( 4s)ll/)o+(r(s)5 WS $)O * 
f (F(s), $ >ol & for any $E Hi, a.e. TV [0, 11. (3.17) 
This means (jL, r) satisfies (3.5). 
Now let us show (3.6). By virtue of (3.8), we know that for each fixed 
t, there exists a subsequence {n”} of {n} and X(t) E L2(Q; H”‘) such that 
&(t) + ‘X(t) weakly in L*(Q; H”). But 
(L(t), e,),, + j' (r,(s), ei), dWs) 
r 
=(G,.e,),,,+j’ [(A*(J) L(S), ei>,+(r,(S), Md(s)eiJrn+ CfYs), ei>,l 4f 
letting n” -+ co, we have X(t) = J(t) for almost [0, l] x Q, observing (3.17). 
Hence combining (3.8), (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14), we get (3.6) for fi = m. 
As for %=O, 1, . . . . m - 1, the argument is totally the same if we note the 
uniqueness of the solution. The proof is now completed. [ 
Now let us give the duality equality. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.1 be satisfied 
with m = 0. Given f E L&(0, 1; H-l), gk E L$(O, 1; Ho), k = 1, 2, . . . . d’, and 
qoE L2(sZ, Fo; Ho). Suppose q E L>(O, 1; H’) n L’(Q; C(0, 1; HO)) is the 
solution of (1.4) and (A, r) is the solution of (1.7), then for any 
c4 PI c I3 1 I, 
E 
[j 
’ <F(t), q(t) >o dt + (W), s(B))o 
2 
=E (A(t),f(t)),+ g CrYt), sk(t)h dt+ (~(~1, q(~x))o 
k=l I 
Proof. Applying Ito’s formula to (i(t), q(t))o, we easily get the 
result. B 
Remark 3.1. If we check the proof of Theorem 3.1, we will find that 
when m = 0, Theorem 3.1 (and therefore Corollary 3.1) still remains valid 
even if all the coefficients a”, etc., are only bounded measurable. 
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4. DUALITY EQUATION: DEGENERATE CASE 
The argument in the previous section fails to work in general if SPDE 
(1.4) is degenerate. In this section, we shall treat a special case of the 
degenerate equations, i.e., the first-order derivatives in the diffusion term of 
(1.4) vanish. 
Throughout this section, we assume (Al),, (A2) for some m > 1 and 
(p = 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that FrzL$(O, 1; H”), GE L2(Q, &; H”). Then 
the duality equation (1.7) admits a unique solution (A, T)E L&(0, 1; H”) x 
L$(O, 1; Hm)d’. Moreover, there exists a constant N10 which depends only on 
K and m. such that 
sup qqt)ll:+E[' i Il~k(~)ll~dt 
0<r<l 0 k=l 
G N,oE IIF(t)ll; dt+ Wll:]. m = 0, 1, 2, . . . . m. (4.1) 
Proof: We assume d’= 1 and omit to write the index k. Uniqueness can 
be proved by exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. We only 
show the existence. 
We define A,(t) and A,f(t) by (1.5) and (1.8), respectively, with uii 
replaced by aii + E 6 ij, where 6 ii = 1 as i=j; 6$=0 as i#j, and EE(O, 1). 
By Theorem 3.1, there exists uniquely (A,, r,) E L&(0, 1; Hm+ ‘) x 
Lg(O, 1; H”) such that 
d&(t) = -[A,*(t) n,(t) + M*(t) r,(t) + F(t)] dt + r,(t) dW(t), 
L,(l)=G. (4.2) 
Since I(& A,*(t)$),I Gconst. 11~11,+1 ll$IJm+l, for any 4, ~C/EH~+~, SO 
the formula 
defines a linear operator A%(t) mapping from H”‘+’ into H”- ‘. Similarly, 
the formula 
W’(tM IclLn :=(4, M*(t)ll/),, for 4, I// E H”, 
defines a linear operator from H” into itself. Note since cik = 0, MA(t) is 
a bounded operator with the bound independent of t. 
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By Lemma 2.1(b), there exists a constant N,, which is independent of E, 
such that 
2CG43M 4>, + (f, 4M + W”(t)4 + slit, 
d --244ll~+, +N,(lI&l~+ Ilflli+ llglliJ3 
forany q4EHm+‘,feHm,gEH”. (4.3) 
The above estimate together with a routine finite dimensional approximation 
approach (cf. [9]) yields that there exists uniquely P~EL;(O, 1; H”+‘) 
satisfying the SPDE 
&At) = CA:(t) p,(t) + k(t)1 dt + CM?t) PAN) + r,(t)1 dW(f), 
P,(O) = 0. 
(4.4) 
Further, 
Jm,Wllt, = q; CW~W P,(S), P,(s)>,+ (k(J)? P,(~))ml 
+ IIM%) p,(s) + r,b)llf,I ds
hence 
fN,,E i ’ CIb,(~)ll~+ llU~)ll~+ llr,(~~lli,1 & 0 
SUP JYIP,(~)II~~~~I ew(N,,)B~’ ClM~)ll?,+ Ilre(~)ll~l dt. (4.5) 
O<f<l 0 
Applying Ito’s formula for (n,(t), p,(t)),, we easily get 
El1 Cll~,(~Nl~+ Ilr,(~)lliJ dt 
0 
= E 
[ 
ib’ (F(t), p (t)), dt+ (G, pet1 1, 1 
N,, exp(NI,)E[l Cll&(~)ll~+ llr,(tNiJ dt
l/2 
0 
x 
112 
+ (-W4l~)“’ 3 
so 
El1 Cll&(t)llf,+ Ilr,(tNliJ dt 
0 
<2N,, exp(N,,)E s’ llJ’(t)llf, dt+ IlGlli .1 (4.6) 0 
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Hence there exist subsequence (E”> and (A, r) E L$(O, 1; Z-P) x 
L$(O, 1; H”) such that 
kn -+ 2 weakly in L2( [O, I] x 0; H”), 
re. --f r weakly in L2( [0, 1 ] x 0; H”), as E, -+ 0. 
By (4.2), for any absolutely continuous function y with jeL2[0, l] and 
Y(O) = 0, 
j1 (&(f), 4Jo Y(l) dt + j: (r,(t), d 0y(r) dWt) 
0 
= 0% 410 y(l)+ 1’ C<&(f), 4hQo + (r,(t), M(Wo 
0 
for any 4 E H’. 
It follows that (A, r) satisfies (3.5), by letting E, + 0. 
Finally let us give the estimate for supo4 ,< i E IlA(t)ll k. Indeed, noting 
that M*(t) is a bounded operator mapping H” into itself, we have by (4.2) 
Ell&(t)ll~ =EllGlli + 2Eji [(A*(s) Us), US)),+ W*(s) r,(s), Us)), 
+ (F(s), Us)), - W~llr,(~)llf2 ds 
GWll~+~~~’ C~/~~~211~,~~~ll~+~~211~,~~~lI, IM411m 
0 
+ llW)llm Il&(~)ll,- l/2. Ilr,(~)ll~l 4 
thus 
sup El(l,(t)lI;GV,,E 
O<fCl 
lo1 llW)ll~d~+ IIGII:], 
where the constant Ni3 is independent of E. Now by the same argument as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.1, (A, r) satisfies (4.1). d 
Remark 4.1. By Sobolev’s well-known embedding theorem (see, for 
example, [7]), if m -n > d/2 for a nonnegative n, then the solutions (A, r) 
obtained in Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 belong to C”(Rd) for almost all (t, w), 
and the Hm-norms in the left-hand sides of (3.6) and (4.1) can be replaced 
by C”(Rd)-norms (i.e., the summation of the sup-norms up to nth order). 
In particular, if m > d/2 + 1 in Theorem 3.1 (resp. m > d/2 + 2 in Theorem 4.1), 
then the respective solutions of (1.7) are classical. 
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5. APPLICATION 
The application of the duality equation (1.7) to the necessary conditions 
of optimal stochastic controls has been given in [ 111. In this section, we 
will present an application to the study of SPDE ( 1.4). 
THEOREM 5.1. In Proposition 2.1(a), the estimate (2.4) holds for Ci = 0, 
fl . . +m. 2.3 - 
ProoJ: It suffices to prove the result for d’ = 1 and fi = -m. 
Let q be the solution of (1.4) and ig (0, I] be fixed. Consider the triplet 
(L’(Q, %; IF’“), L2(sZ, 4; HO), L2(Q, 4; H”)) under (L’(sZ, $; Ho))* = 
L2(Q, ZJ$“?; Ho) (cf. [7, p. 471). By the Hahn-Banach theorem (see, for 
example, [lo]), there exists GE L2(Q, q-; H”) = (L’(Q, fi; HP”))*, such 
that 
E(G, q(~))o=~IIGlI~=~lIq(~)l12-,,. 
Similarly, there exists FE L&(0, I; H”- ‘) such that 
(5.1 1 
E j’ (F(t), q(t))o dt = E j’ IIF(t)ll fi,-, dt = E j; Ils(~)ll’ m + ,dt. (5.2) 
0 0 
Appealing to Theorem 3.1, there exists uniquely (1, r) E L$(O, i; Hm+ ‘) x 
L>(O, i; H”) satisfying 
dA(t)= -[A*(t)i,(t)+M*(t)r(t)+F(t)] dt+r(t)dW(t), 
i(i) = G. 
The duality equality (Corollary 3.1) yields 
(5.3) 
E 
Lo 
j; (F(t)> dt))o dt + (G, q(O)0 1 
=E C(A(t), f(t)), + (4th dt))ol dt + (4oh qdo 
Il4t)ll~+ , dt)ln (E j; Itf(r ‘, - 1 dt 
I;2 
+ (E1/40)l1t,)“* (-Woll~,,,)‘i2 
II~Wll~~, dt + IlGl12 mji” {(E j; IlfON12~,,-, dt)‘-’ 
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Noting (5.1) and (5.2), we get immediately 
Elldw,+q-~ l14w112m+t dt 
G3N,E ll~oll~,.+~iCllflt)l12,~~+ llgWll2,l dt . 
i 0 I 
Since i is arbitrary, the above inequality is just what we want, 1 
In the complete same fashion, we have 
THEOREM 5.2. In Proposition 2.1(b), the estimate (2.5) holds for m = 0, 
+1 +m. - , ..*, - 
Observing the duality relationship between (1.4) and (1.7), by a similar 
method as above, we can prove the following 
THEOREM 5.3. In Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, the estimates (3.6) and (4.1) hold 
form=O, kl,..., km. 
In the above results, the higher regularity conditions on f, g, q0 in 
Theorems 5.1, 5.2 (resp. F, G in Theorem 5.3) are posed. But if we are only 
concerned with the Hm-norm estimates with the negative m, these 
conditions can be considerably relaxed. 
COROLLARY 5.1. (a) Assume (Al),,,, (A2)‘for some m>O, and assume 
f; FE L&(0,1; H-l), g E L;(O, 1; Ho), q. E L*(Q, PO; Ho), GE L*(s2,& ; Ho). 
Then the estimates (2.4) and (3.6) holdfor m= -1, . . . -m. 
(b) Assume (Al),,,, (A2) for some m 2 1 with aik =O, and assume 
that f, g, FEL>(O, 1; HI), qOELZ(Q, PO; H’), GEL*(Q 9,; H’). Then the 
estimates (2.5) and (4.1) holdfor m= -1, . . . . -m. 
Proof: Proving the above claims is a simple approximation 
procedure. We only show that of (2.4) for example. We assume d’= 1 
for simplicity. Choose (f,} c Lg(O, 1; H”- ‘), (g,} t L>(O, 1; H”), and 
{ qon} c L*(Q, %; Hm) such that 
L-f in L’([O, 11 x0; H-l), 
g, -+ g in L*( [0, 11 x Sz; Ho), 
qon + 40 in L*(Q, go; Ho), as n+ 03. 
Let qn be the solution of (1.4) with f, g, q. replaced respectively by fn, 
g,, qon. Then (2.4) with m = 0 yields 
SUP Ellq,(+q(r)ll~+Ej-l 11~&)-dt)ll:d~-4 as n-+w. 
OCIGI 0 
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On the other hand, by Theorem 5.1, qn satisfies (2.4) for fi = -1, . . . . -m 
with the constant therein independent ofn. Hence the desired result follows 
by letting n + co. 1 
Remark 5.1. The Hm-norm estimates of the solution of SPDE with 
negative m have been found useful in the study of the Hamilton-Jacobi- 
Bellman equation in infinite dimensional spaces. For example, in order to 
obtain the uniqueness of viscosity solutions of a special class of H-J-B 
equations, Lions [S] has proved the estimate (2.5) for ti = -2 by using a 
specific method. The duality analysis of the present paper may be useful in 
treating the optimal control problem of much more general SPDE and the 
corresponding H-J-B equation. We hope to study this subject in some 
future papers. 
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